
Run 1877 Ejackulator’s 80th Birthday Run 

Location: Kata Viewpoint - Sabai Corner 

Hares: Ejackulator, Creature from the Blue Lagoon, Bjorn to Run, Baldylocks, Ya Ba 

Scribe: Bobagob 

Stewards: Lucky Lek, Up The Back 

Today was Ejackulator’s 80th birthday and despite the weather 120 hashers turned out to help him 
celebrate this milestone, which goes to show the true spirit of hashing. Ejackulator provided food for 
all the hashers, a run shirt and transport from Kamala and Patong, which was very much 
appreciated, the run was further enhanced by our esteemed GM, Butt Plug, announcing 40 baht 
beers so we were all set for a great afternoon of hashing. 

It was drizzling when we arrived at the A Site and the bruised skyline eluded to what was to come, 
and as we looked out to sea from the viewpoint we could see a curtain of rain headed our way. So 
we set off on-trail, down the road and turned right onto the first climb through the forest. The 
canopy of the trees kept us dry for a while, but then the rain came and before long we were 
splashing our way along the trial, with the runners following multi-coloured paper. The walkers were 
looking out for their short-cut to the trail which was marked by blue paper, but it was a long time 
coming and many missed it as some of it got washed away, some hashers ended up in a dead-end 
heading towards a secluded beach, some went to the end thinking they could walk along the beach 
back to the A Site, but there was no way through so they ended up climbing back up the way they 
came. Some of the walkers met up with the runners and followed them back, but a group of what 
only can be described as short-cutting bastards flagged down a passing truck and climbed onboard 
for a ride back to the A Site.  

The rain at this point was torrential, true to form of course for a run during monsoon season, but 
even some hardened hashers struggled with the intensity of the downpour. But it eased off once we 
were all back and the rain had stopped by the time the circle started. 

Up the Back did his first ever stint as Steward and prepared some fine material including a few facts 
about Ejackulator and his hashing journey; his hash number is 1015 with 585 runs and 15 hares 
including today and he joined some 26 years ago. 

Joxymoron, our Run Master, concluded the circle by stating we had a good run, so the satisfaction 
rate was high, probably as high as it can get given the effort that was made by all.  

Special thanks go out to Ejackulator for the fine food and great run shirt for all, and for the free 
transport for the piss artists who reside in Kamala and Patong. The bus took a while to meander 
home as piss stops were required, Up the Back was looking a bit agitated because of the journey’s 
slow progress, but he was re-assured that despite the late arrival back into Patong that there would 
still be a few ladyboys left to party with. We can ask him in the circle next week how he got on ѮѯѰѱ 

Photos are available on the Facebook page. 

On-on. 

Bobagob  

 


